Today's Events
Museum and Activities Open - 9:00 a.m.
Science Live Shows - 11:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m.
Activities Close - 4:00 p.m.
Museum Closes - 6:00 p.m.
Last Parking Shuttle leaves SMO - 6:30 p.m.
Planetarium shows hourly from 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Need Help?
Science Museum Oklahoma Staff – Purple Shirts
Security – Black Shirts
Volunteers – Pink Shirts

ZONE 1
Car Take-Apart
Metal Casting
Bubbles
Engineering for Earthquakes
Filtered Light and Solar Scope
Glass Bead Making

ZONE 2
3D Scanning
XR Experience | Storytelling Through Technology
Cardboard City
Lockpicking Nerf Battles
Turtle Weaving
Snap Circuits
Binary Bracelets
Electric Induction
The Wonders of Electronics
Wood Burning

ZONE 3
Mystery Skulls: Dichotomous Keys
Let's Draw Comics
Innovative Foil Sculpting
Medieval Fiber Arts
Wind Turbines
Tiny Drawings

ZONE 4
Wood Turning
Battlebot Competition and Live Streaming
Engineering Process and Coding
STEM Airplanes
TFCU Saveable Coin Banks
Drones

ZONE 5
Mars Ingenuity
Brazing
Pollinator Pop Rockets
Axe Throwing
Nature Wearables
Bubbles
Geocaching
Postcards from the Past

ZONE 6
Play Catch With a Robot
First Tech Challenge
Robot Obstacle Course
Lego Linebots
First Lego League Explore
Roller Coaster
Lego Sumo
Play The Untouchable Instrument

Volunteer Check-In

FOOD VENDOR/DINING AREA
GUEST RELATIONS
THE SCIENCE SHOP
STAIRS
ELEVATOR

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE RESTROOM
RESTROOM
FAMILY RESTROOM
NURSING ROOM
FOOD VENDOR/DINING AREA
GUEST RELATIONS
THE SCIENCE SHOP
STAIRS
ELEVATOR
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ZONE 7
Light Painting
Shadow Play
Dancing Snake
Elastic Band Guitars
Rain Sticks
Showcase Table

ZONE 8
Weaving
Glass Etching
Naalbinding
Self-stuffed Buttons
Lucet Cord
Embroidery
Court Dancing
Folk Dancing
Martial Fighting Demonstration
Butter Making
Hand Tool Woodworking
Scribal Painting
Parchment Making
Leather Working
Music With Phones
Music Making
Zipline

SECOND FLOOR
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FAMILY RESTROOM
WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE RESTROOM
NURSING ROOM
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STAIRS
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OPEN TO DOWNSTAIRS
VOLUNTEER & STAFF LOUNGE